A computational approach to prefrontal cortex, cognitive control and schizophrenia: recent developments and current challenges
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SUMMARY

In this chapter we consider the mechanisms involved in cognitive control – from both a computational and a neurobiological perspective – and how these might be impaired in schizophrenia. By ‘control’, we mean the ability of the cognitive system to flexibly adapt its behaviour to the demands of particular tasks, favouring the processing of task-relevant information over other sources of competing information, and mediating task-relevant behaviour over habitual, or otherwise prepotent responses. There is a large body of evidence to suggest that the prefrontal cortex (PFC) plays a critical role in cognitive control. In previous work, we have used a computational framework to understand and develop explicit models of this function of PFC, and its impairment in schizophrenia. This work has lead to the hypothesis that PFC houses a mechanism for representing and maintaining context information. We have demonstrated that this mechanism can account for the behavioural inhibition and active memory functions commonly ascribed to PFC, and for human performance in simple attention, language and memory tasks that draw upon these functions for cognitive control. Furthermore, we have used our models to simulate detailed patterns of cognitive deficit observed in schizophrenia, an illness associated with marked disturbances in cognitive control, and well established deficits of PFC.

Here, we review results of recent empirical studies that test predictions made by our models regarding schizophrenic performance in tasks designed specifically to probe the processing of context. These results showed selective schizophrenic deficits in tasks conditions that placed the greatest demands on memory and inhibition, both of which we have argued rely on the processing of context. Furthermore, we observed predicted patterns of deterioration in first episode vs multi-episode patients. We also discuss recent developments in our computational work, that have led to refinements of the models that allow us to simulate more detailed aspects of task performance, such as reaction time data and manipulations of task parameters such as interstimulus delay. These refined models make several provocative new predictions, including conditions in which schizophrenics and control subjects are expected to show similar reaction time performance, and we provide preliminary data in support of these predictions. These successes notwithstanding, our theory of PFC function and its impairment in schizophrenia is still in an early stage of development. We conclude by presenting some of the challenges to the theory in its current form, and new directions that we have begun to take to meet these challenges. In particular, we focus on refinements concerning the mechanisms underlying active maintenance of representations within PFC, and the characteristics of these representations that allow them to support the flexibility of cognitive control exhibited by normal human behaviour.

Taken in toto, we believe that this work illustrates the value of a computational approach for understanding the mechanisms responsible for cognitive control, at both the neural and psychological levels, and the specific manner in which they break down in schizophrenia.

1. INTRODUCTION

(a) Prefrontal cortex and cognitive control

One of the central concepts within modern cognitive psychology is a distinction between controlled and automatic processing. Controlled processing is classically defined as relying on a limited capacity attentional system, while automatic processing is assumed to occur independently of attentional resources. Most contemporary theories posit that there is actually a continuum between controlled and automatic processing. Nevertheless, virtually all theorists acknowledge the need for some mechanism, or set of mechanisms responsible for the coordination of processing in a flexible fashion – particularly in novel tasks – and their relationship to attentional control. Perhaps the most explicit of these is Baddeley’s theory of working memory (Baddeley 1986), which postulates a specific subcomponent responsible for executive control. The postulation of a cognitive system involved in executive control closely parallels theories concerning frontal lobe involvement in executive functions (Bianchi 1922; Damasio 1985; Luria 1969), and the long-standing clinical observation that patients with frontal lesions...
exhibit a 'dysexecutive syndrome.' However, traditional theories have not specified the mechanisms by which the executive operates, either at the psychological or neurobiological levels. Recent advances have begun to address this need for more explicit theorizing.

Shallice (1982) has proposed the 'Supervisory Attentional System' (SAS) as a mechanism by which PFC coordinates complex cognitive processes, and Gathercole (1994) has suggested that this may provide a mechanism by which the executive controller operates in Baddeley's theory of working memory. Shallice's theory is described in terms of a production system architecture. This has appeal, as it relates the executive functions of frontal cortex to the well characterized mechanisms of other production system theories, which include the active maintenance of goal states to coordinate sequences of production firings involved in complex behaviours (Anderson, 1983).

One feature of goal representations is that they are actively maintained throughout the course of a sequence of behaviours, which coincides with the observation that PFC appears to be specialized for the active maintenance of task-relevant information (discussed below). Kimberg and Farah (1993) have also proposed a model of frontal function using a production system architecture, that he have used to simulate performance in a variety of tasks considered to rely on frontal lobe function. However, because both this and Shallice's SAS theory are cast in production system terms, they lack a transparent mapping onto specific neurobiological mechanisms. While neurobiological plausibility is not a requirement, per se, of a theory that seeks to explain the cognitive functions of PFC, this does become important if our goal is to understand the cognitive manifestations of a complex neuropsychiatric disorder, such as schizophrenia, in terms of its underlying pathophysiological processes. This goal has been one of the important motivations in our effort to understand how cognitive control may arise from the neurobiological mechanisms housed within PFC.

(b) A connectionist approach

Toward this goal, we have begun to develop a theory of PFC function using a computational architecture closer to the one used by the brain. We have done this within the connectionist, or parallel distributed processing framework (Rumelhart & McClelland 1986). The principles of this framework capture central features of computation as it is carried out in the brain (e.g. multiple simple processing units, graded flow of activation, modifiable connection weights, etc.), and allow us to explore their influence on behaviour by simulating performance in specific cognitive tasks (Cohen & Servan-Schreiber 1992). The central hypothesis that has emerged from this work is that PFC is used to represent context information, which we define as information necessary to mediate an appropriate behavioural response. This can be a set of task instructions, a specific prior stimulus, or the result of processing a sequence of prior stimuli (e.g. the interpretation resulting from processing a sequence of words in a sentence). We consider context represen-

Figure 1. Simulation model of the Stroop task. Heavier lines in the word reading pathway indicate stronger connections in this pathway. Larger circles indicate active (solid) or potentiated (open) units. Arrows indicate flow of activity. Loops with dots indicate lateral inhibitory connections among units within the module.

We have begun to implement this theory in models of performance in specific cognitive tasks that tap simple forms of cognitive control. Our initial work focused on performance in the Stroop task (Cohen et al. 1990), in which subjects must selectively attend to one dimension of information (e.g. the colour in which a word is displayed) and ignore information in a competing, but prepotent dimension (e.g. the word itself). Our model of this task illustrates the close relationship between goals, context representations, and attentional effects, all of which we argue reflect the functioning of PFC. In the model, a task (i.e. goal) is specified by the appropriate pattern of activation over a set of units (context layer) that represents each of the two dimensions over which stimuli can vary. Activation of the appropriate units modulates the flow of activity along the pathway from input to response (attention), favouring processing in the task-relevant pathway over the stronger competing one. What provides the context layer with the capacity for control of processing is that it has representations of the stimulus dimensions that are relevant to the task, and that activating these biases processing in favour of one pathway over the other. This observation is fundamental to our hypothesis of how PFC is involved in cognitive control: Representations in PFC bias processing in posterior neocortex in favour of task-relevant pathways.

We have used these mechanisms to simulate detailed aspects of normal human performance in the Stroop task (Cohen et al. 1990), and a variety of other tasks.
involving attentional control (Cohen et al. 1994; Cohen & Servan-Schreiber 1992; Cohen et al. 1992). We have also used them to help understand the mechanisms underlying other cognitive functions that have typically been associated with frontal function, and that are of relevance to schizophrenia: active memory and behavioural inhibition. We have argued that both of these functions reflect the operation of the context layer under different task conditions. Under conditions of response competition, when a strong response tendency must be overcome for appropriate behaviour, the context module can be seen to play an inhibitory role, by supporting the processing of task relevant information, which can then compete more effectively with irrelevant information. This is exemplified by our model of the Stroop task (see figure 1). In contrast, when there is a delay between information relevant to a response and the execution of that response, then the context module can be seen to play a role in memory, by actively maintaining that information over time, so that it can be used later to mediate the appropriate response. This is exemplified by our model of the AX version of the continuous performance task, in which the correct response to one stimulus depends on the identity of a previous one (described in detail below; see figure 3). This theory has allowed us to account for a wide, and seemingly disparate array of cognitive deficits that arise in schizophrenia, in terms of a disturbance of frontal function. Frontal dysfunction has long been considered to be a central pathophysiological feature of schizophrenia (Kolb & Whishaw 1983; Knaepelin 1950; Levin 1984), and our simulation models of frontal function have begun to provide an integrated and explicit account of how frontal impairment could give rise to specific patterns of cognitive deficit observed in this illness.

2. APPLICATIONS TO SCHIZOPHRENIA

(a) Simulation studies

One of the most overt features of schizophrenia is a failure of cognitive control. This is manifest in clinical symptoms such as distractibility, loosening of associations, and disorganized or socially inappropriate behaviour. In the laboratory, these disturbances have been observed as deficits of attention (Zubin 1975; Kornetsky & Orzack 1978; Wynne et al. 1978; Nuechterlein 1991; Cornblatt & Keilp 1994); working memory (Weinberger et al. 1986; Goldman-Rakic 1991; Park & Holzman 1992), and behavioural inhibition (Wapner & Krus 1960; Chapman et al. 1964; Storms & Broen 1969; Abramczyk et al. 1983; Wysocki & Sweet 1985; Manschreck et al. 1988; Carter et al. 1993; Cohen & Carter 1996). We have proposed that these deficits can be understood in terms of a disturbance in the processing of context, arising from a disturbance in frontal function. We have made this explicit, by committing performance in cognitive tasks that tap these cognitive functions to explicit simulation models, and showing that when damage is introduced to the context layer, the models are able to simulate schizophrenic performance in these tasks. For example, in Cohen & Servan-Schreiber (1992), we reported computer simulation models of three tasks that have commonly been considered to tap different cognitive processes: the Stroop task (selective attention and behavioural inhibition), the identical pairs version of the cPRT (vigilance and signal detection ability), and a lexical disambiguation task (language processing). Models of all three tasks used a similar architecture. We showed that, in simulations of these tasks, a single disturbance to the layer used to represent context produced changes in performance that both quantitatively and qualitatively matched those observed for schizophrenics.

As noted above, our models suggest that both the active memory and behavioural inhibition functions commonly ascribed to PFC may reflect the operation of the context layer, under different behavioural conditions. This hypothesis has begun to receive empirical support in studies of normal cognitive function (Roberts et al. 1994), however it also has direct relevance to schizophrenic cognitive disturbances. Deficits of both active memory and inhibition have been reported in schizophrenia. However, to our knowledge, these have never been studied together under controlled task conditions. According to our theory, the ability to process context should be most important when there is both a need to maintain information over time and use that information after a delay to inhibit a habitual response. Below, we will discuss recent empirical results demonstrating that schizophrenics show selective and specific deficits under such conditions.

Our simulation studies also suggest that memory and inhibition effects are differentially sensitive to disturbances of the context layer. With mild to moderate disturbances, a deficit appears only when there is a delay between the context and a response. This is because, with partial degradation of context information, a sufficient amount may remain at short or no delays to mediate a contextually appropriate response (i.e. inhibit the irrelevant response). At longer delays, however, degraded representations succumb to the cumulative effects of noise, and a failure to inhibit the habitual (but incorrect) response may be observed. Thus, the models predict that mild to moderate disturbances in patients with schizophrenia should manifest primarily at long delays, which might be viewed as a memory deficit. With sufficiently severe disturbances of the context mechanism, however, deficits should begin to emerge without any delay, which might be viewed as a deficit of inhibition. Assuming a Kraepelinian view of schizophrenia, this may map onto the course of the illness, with a ‘memory’ deficit early in the course and, as the illness progresses, a gradual reduction in the delay that can be tolerated. Eventually, late in the illness, a deficit would be observed even without a delay and may be perceived clinically as a ‘failure of inhibition.’ In both cases, the same mechanism is impaired, though to a different degree. Thus, our models make an interesting, and counterintuitive prediction: that ‘memory’ deficits should emerge earlier than ‘inhibitory’ deficits. This is counterintuitive insofar as inhibitory deficits require suppression of strong competing responses, something
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that might otherwise be considered to be more demanding and therefore subject to earlier failure, than simply maintaining information over a brief delay.

(b) Empirical studies

Recently, we have begun to use a variety of cognitive tasks to test predictions made by our models, and the theory upon which they are based. As an example of this work, we will focus on studies using the continuous performance test (CPT; Rosvold et al. 1956). This task was chosen to make contact between our computational models and an extensive literature concerning schizophrenic deficits (for reviews see Nuechterlein 1991; Cornblatt & Keilp 1994). The task is simple enough to be able to simulate, yet generates a rich set of empirical findings that can be used to test detailed predictions made by the models. In this task, subjects observe sequences of letters presented one at a time, and must respond to a designated target. A version of this task in common use is the AX-CPT, which requires subjects to respond to a probe (e.g. the letter x), but only when it follows a designated cue (e.g. A). Performance in this task depends on the representation and maintenance of context information, insofar as the correct response to the probe depends on knowledge of the previous cue (A or not A). In standard versions of this task, target sequences (e.g. A-x) are typically low frequency (20%), and the delay between these is short (1 s). We modified this standard procedure, in order to probe both the inhibitory and memory functions associated with the processing of context. First, to assess 'inhibition,' we introduced a strong response bias by increasing the frequency of target sequences to 80%, with remaining trials evenly divided between two types of distractor sequences (b-x and A-y, where 'b' corresponds to any non-A stimulus, and 'y' to any non-x). This required subjects to respond to x in 7 of every 8 trials that it appeared, thus producing a strong bias to respond to x. This, in turn, required the use of context (non-A cue) to override this response. A schizophrenic failure to process context would predict an increase in false alarms on bx trials. This runs counter to the usual finding for schizophrenics: an increase in misses, but no increase in false alarms. It also circumvents concerns about a general lack of motivation or tendency to respond as a basis for schizophrenic failures, since we predict that they will make a greater number of responses in this condition (i.e. bx false alarms) as compared to controls. Finally, we manipulated the delay between the cue and the probe (1 vs 5 s), predicting that schizophrenic failures to actively maintain context would produce a selective increase in bx errors at the long vs short delay condition. Conversely, we predicted that control subjects would perform equally or better at the long delay, given the slower pace of the task (Parasuraman 1979).

We have completed two studies using this paradigm. In the first study (Servan-Schreiber et al. 1996) we tested medicated and unmedicated schizophrenics and patient controls. Both overall performance, and sensitivity to context (d-prime computed for ax hits and bx false alarms) were measured for all three groups. Both groups of schizophrenics showed overall worse performance than control subjects. However, there was a significant interaction between group and delay, with unmedicated schizophrenics exhibiting a predicted significant increase in ax misses and bx errors at the long delay, but not at the short delay (see figure 2). Groups did not differ in any other conditions of the task. Furthermore, the lack of a delay effect in either the control subjects, or the medicated schizophrenics who performed as poorly overall as the unmedicated schizophrenics, satisfies the criteria proposed by Chapman & Chapman (1978) for establishing psychometric equivalence across task conditions, and demonstrating a true differential deficit. Thus, unmedicated schizophrenics exhibited a selective and specific deficit, as predicted by our model of PFC function, its role in the processing of context, and its disturbance in schizophrenia.

We have continued to study subjects in this task, including patients who present with a first episode of psychosis, prior to treatment with neuroleptic medication. Diagnosis is established at 6 month follow-up, which yields a population of subjects with a confirmed diagnosis of schizophrenia, and another with non-schizophrenia-spectrum diagnoses. The latter represent a valuable control population, as they are closely matched in demographic characteristics to the first-episode schizophrenics and, most importantly, present in a form clinically indistinguishable from the schizophrenics. Therefore, any laboratory measures that can distinguish between schizophrenics and these subjects are likely to reflect fundamental pathophysiological features of this illness, and hold promise as valuable clinical instruments. Analysis of the performance of these subjects in the AX-CPT indicate that the neuroleptic-naive first-episode schizophrenics display the predicted pattern of deficits in this task, whereas the
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non-schizophrenic subjects do not. This distinction in performance between schizophrenic and non-schizophrenic subjects, at a time when they are clinically indistinguishable, is potentially of great significance, strongly suggesting the specificity of our findings to schizophrenia, the sensitivity of our cognitive tasks, and the value of the theoretical approach that guided their design.

In another study (Cohen et al. 1996), we compared performance in the AX-CPT with two other cognitive tasks designed to probe processing of context, as a test of our hypothesis that a disturbance in the processing of context can provide a unified account of schizophrenic performance deficits across a variety of tasks. Performance in these tasks showed a modest but significant correlation in context-sensitive conditions (average $r = 0.38, P < 0.05$), but not control conditions (average $r = -0.02, P > 0.15$) matched for psychometric properties. These cross-task correlations are an important result, and contrast with historical failures to find such correlations among tasks that individually elicit schizophrenic performance deficits (Kopstein & Neal 1972; Asarnow & MacCrimmon 1978). In previous studies, the detection of schizophrenic deficits, but failure to observe correlations, may have resulted from the use of tasks that included context-sensitive conditions (thus eliciting schizophrenic deficits), but measures of performance that were not sufficiently specific to these conditions. Aided by our computational models, our theory allowed us to decompose a set of disparate tasks, identify the conditions maximally sensitive to the processing of context, and demonstrate a predicted pattern of schizophrenic deficits across these tasks.

(c) Recent advances in simulation models

Our initial efforts involved models designed independently to address performance in a variety of different tasks. Recently, we have begun to adapt these models to conform to a more tightly constrained, and biologically plausible set of processing principles. These principles include: a) continuous (vs discrete) processing over time; b) interactivity (i.e. bi-directional connections) between processing layers; and c) the restriction of excitatory influences to between-module connections (information flow) and inhibitory influences to within-module connections (competition). Simulation work within this new, more highly integrated framework has addressed performance in a wide variety of tasks, including ones involving response competition, classical conditioning, covert spatial attention, and eye movements (Cohen et al. 1992; Cohen et al. 1994b; Armony et al. 1995; Forman & Cohen 1995). Most importantly, refinement of our earlier models has allowed us to address new, more detailed empirical data from tasks such as the AX-CPT.

For example, an important limitation of our original model of the CPT (Cohen & Servan-Schreiber 1992) was that it treated time in a discrete fashion (activation updates occurred only at whole-trial intervals). Therefore, while it could simulate accuracy data, it could not simulate the delay manipulations in our experiments, nor could it address the dynamics of performance (e.g. RT data). Our revision of the model overcomes these limitations, allowing us to simulate performance in continuous time (see Braver et al. 1995a for details). Thus, with the new model we can simulate reaction time as well as accuracy. To take full advantage of this feature of the new model, we have modified our version of the AX-CPT, so that responses are generated on every trial (one button for target, another for non-targets), thus providing RT data for correct as well as incorrect trials in every condition. We also added another trial condition to the task ('BY') that provides an important control measure by which to compare performance of the model against empirical data. The architectural addition of recurrent connectivity in the model allows us to directly examine the effects of delay on performance. Recurrent connections among units within the context layer allow it to actively maintain representations in the absence of external input. This makes it possible to interpose a delay between the cue and the probe (see figure 3), and then examine performance under conditions of different delay durations. We have tested the model with delays corresponding to both the short and long delays used in our empirical studies, and compared the model's performance with that of human subjects. As shown in figure 4, the model (solid line) fits a complex pattern of data concerning normal performance in this task (solid circles).

We have also examined the effects of degrading processing in the context layer of the model, by reducing the gain parameter of units in this layer (see Appendix 1). This manipulation produced a dramatic change in the profile of accuracy and RT data generated by the model across task conditions (dashed line in figure 4). These, in turn, make a number of new, and non-intuitive predictions concerning the accuracy and RT of schizophrenic vs. control subjects (Braver et al. 1995b). Among these is the prediction that, while schizophrenic RTs will be slower in most conditions, they will be comparable for correct responses in the 'BY' condition (see figure 4). This prediction is especially interesting given the almost universal finding of slower RTs for schizophrenics in laboratory tasks. The model makes this prediction because under normal conditions, there is a relative slowing of correct (i.e. non-target) responses in 'BY' trials. This a result of the fact that the context set up by the occurrence of the 'A' cue is maintained over the delay and serves to prime the target response, which is actually the incorrect response to make in the 'BY' condition. This produces interference with the correct response, slowing RT. Under conditions of reduced gain, however, the context information is less reliably maintained. This produces less priming of the target response, less interference with the correct response, and thus less slowing of RT. We have recently collected data from six schizophrenic subjects in this version of the task (open circles in figure 4), which provide preliminary corroboration of these predictions.

We have also used this model to examine the effects that different degrees of PFC disturbance may have on task performance. Panel (a) of figure 5 shows empirical
Figure 3. Revised model of the AX-CPT task. Graphic conventions are the same as figure 1. Recurrent self-excitatory connections for units in the context module are not shown (see Braver et al. 1995a). Panels show sequence of network states during a target sequence (A-X) trial. Panel (a) shows the state of the network during presentation of the cue, Panel (b) its state during the delay between the cue and the probe, and Panel (c) its state during presentation of the probe. Note that the input unit for the letter X has connections to both of the response units, and thus requires additional input from the context layer in order to elicit the correct response.

Figure 4. Simulated and empirical performance in the AX-CPT task (long delay condition). Lines designate simulation results (solid: intact network; dashed: reduced gain in context layer), circles designate empirical results (solid: normal subjects; open: pilot data from schizophrenic subjects).

patterns predicted by the model for normal performance and for two levels of impairment of the context layer. If we assume that disturbances of PFC function are progressive with course of illness, then the pattern of empirical results closely matches the predictions of the model. In the model, a moderate reduction of gain produces a pattern of results similar to that observed for first episode patients: performance is impaired at the long but not short delay, suggesting the presence of a ‘memory’ deficit (see appendix 2). A more severe disturbance in the model (i.e. a greater reduction of gain) produces further degradation of performance, similar to that observed for the multi-episode patients: performance is now impaired at the short as well as the long delay, suggesting the emergence of an additional ‘inhibitory’ deficit. Clinically, these disturbances in ‘memory’ and ‘inhibition’ might have been viewed as separate deficits, arising at different stages of illness. However, the model illustrates that, in fact, both can be explained in terms of a single, progressive disturbance, that varies only in severity. Of course, the results of these preliminary studies are by no means definitive (given that the empirical findings are confounded by a number of factors, including the potential chronic effects of neuroleptic administration that may endure even with temporary discontinuation). Nevertheless, they serve to highlight the potential value of computational
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in cognitive control, using these to account for cognitive disturbances in schizophrenia, and acquiring empirical support for the predictions made by our account. At the same time, the mechanisms we have implemented are still highly simplified, and lack several critical components necessary for a more general account of cognitive control. First, although we assume that a characteristic of PFC function is its ability to actively maintain context representations, our models have used relatively limited mechanisms for active maintenance, and have focused on tasks that do not include intervening stimuli that could interfere with maintained representations. Our models do not incorporate mechanisms for managing such interference, a function typically ascribed to PFC. Second, we have not specified how task-relevant information is identified, gains access to PFC, and is updated at appropriate junctures in processing. Finally, we have argued that context information can be used to support task-relevant processing in a variety of ways—by representing relatively abstract information (e.g. the relevant stimulus dimension in the Stroop task), or more detailed, specific information (e.g. a particular previous stimulus in the AX-CPT). This requires that the representational scheme within PFC be flexible enough to support a wide range of information. We have not yet specified what this scheme is, nor the principles that might characterize it.

To address these issues, we have begun to construct a new, more detailed theory, that builds on our previous work using neurobiologically plausible mechanisms to understand the role of PFC in cognitive control. The basic structure of this theory is as follows: In order for a system to be able to maintain information in the face of intervening, and potentially interfering stimuli, a mechanism is required to stabilize these representations. We propose that dopaminergic neuromodulation of PFC implements a gating function, that governs which representations gain access to PFC and when this occurs, thus protecting them from interference. We assume that this gating mechanism is driven by top-down projections from cortical areas and is able to learn when to update PFC based on general principles of reward-based learning, thus circumventing a potential regress in the locus of control. Furthermore, we argue that the need to maintain representations in PFC has direct implications for the nature of these representations. Specifically, we hypothesize that this leads to attractor-based representations that are both categorical and combinatorial, and that this provides a flexible scheme by which PFC can effectively bias processing in other parts of the system. Finally, we assume that, in order to perform controlled processing in novel domains, the system must be able to rapidly learn new associations, that can be used to guide behaviour. We hypothesize that this adaptability arises through interactions between PFC and the episodic storage capabilities of the hippocampal memory system.

Simulation studies are currently under way to establish the computational plausibility of this theory, and its ability to account for human performance in tasks that rely on cognitive control, that are more

3. CURRENT CHALLENGES AND NEW DIRECTIONS

We believe that we have made significant headway in using computational models to develop an explicit account of the mechanisms underlying the role of PFC.
complex than those we have studied to date. In the remainder of this chapter, we briefly review the components of this theory that address the mechanisms of active maintenance within PFC, and the nature of the representations involved. Our theory concerning the interactions between PFC and hippocampus is presented elsewhere (Cohen & O'Reilly 1996), and thus is omitted from this discussion.

(a) Mechanisms of active maintenance within PFC

A large body of converging evidence suggests that PFC plays a crucial role in maintaining task-relevant information in an active state. It is well established that populations of neurons in monkey PFC exhibit sustained, stimulus-specific activity during delays between a stimulus and a contingent response (Barone & Joseph 1989; Fuster & Alexander 1971; Goldman-Rakic 1987; Kubota & Niki 1971). Neuropsychological studies of frontally-damaged patients also provide strong support for the idea that PFC plays a role in active maintenance (Damasio 1985; Petrides & Milner 1982; Stuss et al. 1994), and a growing number of neuroimaging studies have strengthened this view (Cohen et al. 1994a; Grasby et al. 1993; Jonides et al. 1993; Petrides et al. 1993). However, the specific mechanisms by which neural activity in PFC is sustained has not been clearly elucidated.

(i) Attractor systems

A number of different computational approaches have been reported to deal with tasks requiring short-term storage in neurobiologically plausible terms. One of the most common is the use of recurrent connections between neuron-like processing units (Hopfield 1982). With sufficiently strong recurrent connections, networks of these units will develop 'attractors', defined as stable states in which a particular pattern of activity is maintained. Thus, attractors can be used to actively store information. Indeed, a number of computational models have demonstrated that both physiological and behavioural data regarding PFC function can be captured in simple tasks using an attractor-based scheme (Braver et al. 1995a; Dehaene & Changeux 1989; Zipser et al. 1993). However, in simple attractor systems, the state is strongly determined by its inputs. Thus, presentation of a new input will interfere with the state of the system and drive it into a new attractor state. Although attractor networks can be configured to display resistance to disruption from input (i.e. hysteresis), this impairs their ability to be updated in a precise and flexible manner. One way in which attractor networks can overcome these difficulties is through the addition of a gating mechanism. Such systems only respond to inputs, and change their attractor state, when the 'gate' is opened. Below, we examine the possibility that the DA system provides a gating signal in PFC which acts to maintain context representations in an active, stable, and flexible manner.

(ii) Modulatory effects of DA

A number of lines of evidence suggest that DA acts in a modulatory fashion in PFC, which is consistent with a role for DA in gating access to active memory. DA agonists have been found to improve memory performance in humans (Luciana et al. 1992), while in primates DA antagonists interfere with performance in delayed-response tasks (Sawaguchi & Goldman-Rakic 1991) and directly affect PFC neuronal activity (Williams & Goldman-Rakic 1995). Electron microscopy studies of the local connectivity patterns of DA in PFC have revealed that DA typically makes triadic contacts with prefrontal pyramidal cells and excitatory afferents, and also with inhibitory interneurons (Lewis et al. 1992; Williams & Goldman-Rakic 1993). The triadic synaptic complexes formed in PFC suggest that DA can modulate both afferent input and local inhibition. Electrophysiological data support this view, indicating that DA potentiates both afferent excitatory and local inhibitory signals (Chiodo & Berger 1996; Penit-Soria et al. 1987).

(iii) DA as a gating signal

In our previous work, we have simulated the modulatory effects of DA as a change in the gain (slope) of the activation function of processing units in PFC (Cohen & Servan-Schreiber 1992; Cohen & Servan-Schreiber 1993; Servan-Schreiber et al. 1990), thus influencing the active maintenance of information. In this work, we assumed that DA effects were prolonged (tonic), consistent with the widely-held assumption that neuromodulatory systems (such as DA, NE, 5-HT) are slow-acting, diffuse, and non-specific in informational content. However, recent findings suggest a revision of this view. Schultz and colleagues (Schultz 1986, 1992) observed in behaving primates that during learning of a spatial delayed response task, stimuli that failed to activate ventral tegmental area DA neurons on initial presentation, came to elicit transient activity when the animal learned that they were significant for the task. Specifically, Schultz's group observed transient, stimulus-locked activity in response to stimuli that were themselves unpredictable, but predicted later meaningful events. This is precisely the timing required for this information to be gated into and maintained in active memory. These findings, together with the modulatory effects of DA on PFC afferents, suggest that DA may serve as a gating signal for attractor networks housed within PFC.

(iv) DA as a learning signal

At the same time, DA is widely thought to be involved in reward learning (Wise & Rompre 1989). Indeed, in Schultz's experiments, DA activity was found for cues that were predictive of a reward. Montague et al. (1996) have built on these findings, and recently reported a computational model that treats DA as a widely distributed error signal, driving the learning of temporal predictors of reinforcement. Intriguingly, the parameter they used to simulate the learning effects of DA is formally equivalent to the gain...
parameter used in our model to simulate its modulatory effects on active maintenance in PFC (Thimm et al. 1996). Furthermore, it is well established that DA neurons in VTA receive strong cortical projections, particularly from PFC (Oades & Halliday 1987). These observations have led us to the following refinements of our original theory (Cohen & Servan-Schreiber 1992): a) DA implements gating and learning functions, both of which rely on the same mechanism; b) the gating function is used to regulate the access of information to active memory within PFC, and protect it from interference; c) the learning function produces training signals in the cortex; d) both of these functions can be elicited by descending cortical signals; e) the coincidence of the gating and learning signals produces cortical associations between the information being gated, and a triggering of the gating signal in the future. The power of this theory, if confirmed, is that it will describe a system that has both the capacity to control its behaviour (by gating and stabilizing representations within PFC) and, critically, the ability to learn how and when to do so on its own, thus avoiding the perennial problem of a homunculus in most theories of executive control.

In recent simulation studies, we have implemented a gating mechanism, and shown that it can successfully account for the phenomena addressed by our earlier models involving active maintenance. However, the assumption that DA has phasic, in addition to tonic effects in PFC changes the dynamics of processing in our simulations, and makes a number of new predictions regarding both normal and schizophrenic performance in delay tasks. It also allows us to simulate performance in tasks not possible with our previous models (e.g. ones involving intervening distractors). Our work has since turned to the empirical validation of these simulation studies, and an integration of the gating mechanism with one for reward learning.

(b) Nature of representations within PFC

In addition to maintaining representations in active memory, our theory requires that PFC be able to use these to control behaviour, by biasing processing in other parts of the system. This was illustrated in the Stroop model, where activation of a unit representing the colour dimension biased processing in favour of colour naming over word reading. Here, the relevant representation was a stimulus dimension (colour vs word form). However, as we have noted, this might be any bit of information that specifies the dimensions of information relevant to the task. Important questions remain about how this information is actually represented, and how representations can emerge that provide the flexibility characteristic of human behaviour, without requiring unlimited capacity. It would be unreasonable to expect, for example, that a separate, dedicated unit (or set of units) exists to bias processing for every task that people are able to perform. In this section, we propose a representational scheme that we believe can address these issues. We consider two functional requirements that constrain the nature of representations within PFC: a) the need to be self-maintaining; and b) the ability to flexibly bias processing in the rest of the neocortex. Our hypothesis is that these dual constraints shape the nature of PFC representations in a synergistic fashion: The constraint imposed by the need to be self-maintaining leads to representations that can be used in a combinatorial, and therefore highly flexible way.

(i) Independent

The strong recurrent excitation required for self-maintenance imposes the constraint that if two representations are to be reliably distinguishable, they must also be independent of one another. This can be illustrated by the simple case shown in figure 6, where three processing units are used to store three different representations. Panel (a) shows how this can be done using distributed representations of features (e.g. keyboard, monitor and speaker) that efficiently encode the shared structure among the items (terminal, synthesizer, and television). This supports spreading-activation like computations (pattern completion, content-addressable memory, etc.) that are considered to be characteristic of posterior neocortex (e.g. McClelland et al. 1995; Plaut et al. 1996). However, problems arise when recurrent connections are made strong enough to maintain activity in the absence of external input. This can be seen in the example, by noting that no value of excitatory weights between these features would allow one pair of units to remain active without activating the third. This can be solved by making each feature independent of the others, with its own recurrent self-excitation (Panel (b)). However, this eliminates the representation of the items (e.g. terminal) as a related (connected) set of features (keyboard and monitor). Items can still be stored by activating the appropriate combination of features, but without the benefits of spreading activation among them. Thus, this scheme sacrifices the representation of the internal structure of each item, and its relationship to others. An alternative is to dedicate a separate unit to each item (e.g. a new unit for terminal), since semantic structure is already lost. This would add units to the system, but might only occur for frequently encountered or important items. Either way, the critical point is that there is a trade-off between the capacity for self-maintenance and the ability to represent structured (semantic) relationships among features and/or items.

(ii) Flexible

Representations in PFC must be flexible enough to account for the variety of tasks of which humans are capable. We propose that this flexibility is provided by the independence of self-maintaining representations. Precisely because they are independent of one another, there are no constraints on which representations can be active at the same time, and so they can be used in arbitrary combinations. The ability to rapidly adapt behaviour to novel situations (e.g. problem solving) requires just this capacity for the arbitrary recombination of existing knowledge, and the idea that this capacity resides within PFC is consistent with the neuropsychological literature suggesting that damage
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That is, PFC representations will become associated with the central tendency of similar representations within the neocortex. We use the term 'categorical' here guardedly, as we do not want to suggest that all representations within PFC correspond directly to 'basic level', or even verbalizable categories. For example, we imagine that PFC representations will exist for very general categories of information, such as stimulus dimensions (e.g. colour, shape, size, etc.) or natural and/or functional kinds (e.g. animals, tools), but also much more specific ones (e.g. a particular colour, word, or person which, though more specific, also correspond to invariants in the world) and non-obvious or abstract ones (i.e. ones that do not correspond directly to recognizable concepts). Finally, we assume that a primary determinant of these representations is their behavioural relevance – that is, their ability to successfully bias the interpretation of stimuli and the selection of responses to produce task-appropriate behaviour. Thus, dimensions that are frequent, or particularly relevant to behaviour are most likely to be represented.

(iv) Properties of PFC as posterior neocortex

The preceding discussion highlights features of representations and processing within PFC that distinguish it from other parts of association neocortex. We assume that posterior neocortex uses distributed representations, and attractor states that are not constrained to be self-maintaining. Thus, we view PFC and posterior neocortex as having complementary properties. Each is specialized along particular dimensions of representation and processing, that involve tradeoffs in functionality (e.g. self-maintaining and flexible vs representation of structured knowledge). We propose that the benefit of such a scheme is fully realized only when these systems interact with one another. Semantically rich, distributed representations in posterior neocortex are not only required to encode the statistical structure of the environment, and support the processing pathways responsible for task performance, but also serve as the base for developing the appropriate set of representations in PFC. These, in turn, provide representations that enable the flexible biasing of representations in posterior neocortex, and maintenance over intervals required to guide task performance in a temporally extended manner.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The prefrontal cortex is the region of the brain most significantly expanded in humans compared to other species, and appears to be at the heart of those faculties that we consider to be uniquely human, such as execution of the complex behaviours involved in planning and problem solving. Consistent with these observations, schizophrenia, which is thought to involve frontal dysfunction, is an illness that is unique to humans. At best, the effort to understand the function of PFC, and its role in schizophrenia promises to be a complex endeavor, and will require the most powerful conceptual tools we have available. We believe that computational modelling represents one
such tool. We began this article by reviewing initial progress in the use of computational models to understand the role of PFC in cognitive control, and its impairment in schizophrenia. We illustrated how such models can provide new insights into the mechanisms underlying cognitive control, can make new predictions about the behavioural performance of both normal and schizophrenic subjects, and provided examples of empirical support for such predictions. We then identified some of the limitations of our current approach, and outlined a set of new principles that we believe can be used to define a more complete theory of PFC function and cognitive control. According to this theory, PFC governs processing in a top-down manner, while at the same time remaining responsive to bottom-up input from other parts of the system. We believe that this interplay of bottom-up and top-down processing, that we hypothesize is mediated by the DA system, can give rise to a system of 'regulated interactivity' that accounts for the full flexibility of control exhibited in human behaviour. These are bold claims. However, as our previous work has shown, by pursuing such ideas within a computational framework, we are able to make them explicit in simulation models. This not only provides a check on their conceptual validity, but also allows us to explore, in detail, their implications for behaviour. Success in this effort would not only provide insights into the mechanisms underlying some of our highest and uniquely human faculties, but might also allow us to contend better with their failings, which appear to lie at the heart of our deepest vulnerabilities.
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APPENDIX 1

The gain parameter regulates the responsivity of units to their input, so that a reduction of gain degrades the fidelity of representations in this layer. In our previous work, we have used this parameter to approximate the influence that brain catecholamines have on network processing characteristics and behaviour (Servan-Schreiber et al. 1990). The relationship of dopamine to gain, and its influence on PFC function is discussed in greater detail in the last section of this paper. In the current model, gain was reduced exactly the same amount as in our previous work (from 1.0 to 0.6), to simulate the effects of reduced dopamine in PFC that we and others have hypothesized to occur in schizophrenia (Cohen & Servan-Schreiber 1992, 1993; Geraud et al. 1987; Karoum et al. 1987; Levin 1984; Weinberger et al. 1988).

APPENDIX 2

The reader will note that, even at the long delay, errors still involve a failure of inhibition, in addition to a memory failure. Thus, impairment of first-episode patients in this condition could reflect the dual burden of a requirement for memory + inhibition, rather than a specific sensitivity to the memory load. To address this concern, we have also examined performance in the AV condition. This provides a measure of memory function unconfounded by inhibitory demands: AV trials will induce a tendency to respond only to the extent that the subject has an intact representation of context, which primes a target response; in the absence of such information, there should be no such tendency to respond. This is confirmed in our simulations, which exhibit a reduction of such errors at the long vs short delay, even with a moderate disturbance in the processing of context, and an accentuation of this effect at both delays when the disturbance to the context layer is worsened. These effects have the added virtue of predicting improvements of performance as the severity of disturbance is increased. Our empirical data conform to these predictions: first episode subjects showed a significant number of AV errors at the short delay (16%), comparable to the rate observed in control populations, indicating intact processing of context. At the long delay, however, they showed a reduction of this effect (6% errors), indicating a memory deficit unconfounded by inhibitory demands. The multi-episode subjects showed a general accentuation of this effect (7% and 1% AV errors at the long and short delays, respectively).